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Abstract

In this study we investigate the accuracy of quantities relevant for the first indirect
aerosol effect, with focus on the cloud droplet number concentration and cloud geo-
metrical depth. The adiabatic cloud model is commonly applied to retrieve cloud micro-
and macrophysical quantities from passive satellite sensors like SEVIRI or MODIS.5

As reference we use ground-based observations from a cloud radar, a microwave ra-
diometer and a ceilometer. The cloud geometrical depth is obtained directly from these
measurements. An optimal estimation technique was developed to retrieve profiles of
droplet number concentration. Although the ground-based observations contain de-
tailed information about the cloud vertical structure, there are also large uncertainties.10

We investigate four different cases of temporally homogeneous and inhomogeneous
liquid cloud layers. Considering uncertainties for both ground-based and satellite-based
retrievals we found a good agreement for observations under suitable conditions. Over-
all cloud layers were subadiabatic with values of the subadiabatic factor consistent with
previous studies. The best match between satellite and ground perspective is found for15

one of the homogeneous cases where we obtained a relative mean difference of adia-
batic cloud geometrical depth of 15 % and a relative mean difference of cloud droplet
number concentration of 27 %. The estimation of cloud droplet number concentration
is especially sensitive to radar reflectivity for the ground-based retrieval and to effective
radius for the satellite retrieval.20

1 Introduction

Low-level liquid clouds play an important role in the energy balance of the earth, and
are found in many areas around the globe. Their microphysical and optical proper-
ties are strongly influenced by aerosol particles that act as cloud condensation nu-
clei (CCN). Twomey (1974) first postulated the effect of an increased aerosol number25

concentration in clouds as a climatically relevant process. The quantitifcation of such
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aerosol indirect effects remains one of the main uncertainties in climate projections
(Boucher et al., 2013).

If the liquid water content as well as the geometrical depth of the cloud are con-
sidered constant, a higher aerosol load directly results in an enhanced cloud albedo.
This effect is observed in particular by means of ship tracks that form in marine stra-5

tocumulus cloud decks (e.g. Ackerman et al., 2000). The chain of interactions of cloud
microphysics and dynamics is complex and not yet fully understood. However, to quan-
tify the effect of a change in the aerosol load on cloud albedo, it is necessary to con-
sider both microphysics and macrophysics, which are influenced by cloud dynamical
processes. Brenguier et al. (2000) noted that a 15 % change in the cloud geometri-10

cal depth (Hcloud) can have a similar effect on cloud albedo as a doubling of the cloud
droplet number concentration (Nd). Already Han et al. (1998) suggested to investigate
a column cloud droplet number concentration which combines Hcloud and Nd. These
two quantities turn out to be the key parameters for quantifying the aerosol effect on
cloud albedo.15

While both in-situ and remote sensing observations from ground do not cover large
areas with high spatial resolution, passive satellite observations, although costly, show
a good spatio-temporal coverage. Active satellite sensors such as the cloud profil-
ing radar onboard CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) or the Cloud-Aerosol-Lidar with
Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) onboard CALIPSO (Winker et al., 2009) are able20

to provide vertically resolved cloud observations over larger areas, but lack highly-
resolved temporal coverage and have a smaller scanning swath than passive sensors
onboard polar-orbiting satellites. For geostationary satellites, the high temporal resolu-
tion of up to 5 min is a big advantage, despite the reduced spatial resolution.

This motivated the evaluation of cloud parameters such as liquid water path (QL) as25

in Roebeling et al. (2008b, a); Hünerbein et al. (2014) and Hcloud as in Roebeling et al.
(2008a) obtained from SEVIRI with ground-based observations. To retrieve micro- and
macrophysical properties of homogeneous liquid clouds from passive satellite instru-
ments, commonly the adiabatic model is applied (e.g. Schueller et al., 2003; Boers
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et al., 2006; Bennartz, 2007). Therefore it is important to investigate its validity. The
comparison of Nd and Hcloud from both space and ground has not yet been carried out
although Placidi et al. (2007) pointed out that their combined retrieval would give the
opportunity to derive the first indirect effect with high spatial and temporal resolution.
The validation of retrieved Nd and Hcloud from passive sensing satellite instruments re-5

mains a challenging task. In this study, we contrast such satellite retrievals with the
same cloud parameters retrieved independently from ground-based remote sensing.

Remote sensing methods from ground are able to provide reliable detection of cloud
geometric borders through the combination of ceilometer and radar (Boers et al., 2000;
Shupe, 2007; Illingworth et al., 2007; Martucci et al., 2010). Several retrieval methods10

have been developed over the last years combining different instruments or exploiting
novel techniques to retrieve information about the vertical microphysical structure of
the cloud. Given only the cloud radar measurements, a common approach is to re-
late liquid water content with the radar reflectivity via a power-law relationship. A short
overview of studies applying such methods is given in Löhnert et al. (2001). With addi-15

tional measurements by a microwave radiometer, more accurate retrievals of qL (e.g.
Frisch et al., 1998; Dong and Mace, 2003) and even Nd become possible. Rémillard
et al. (2013) suggests a radar-radiometer retrieval of Nd based on a condensational
growth model taking the vertical velocity into account and allowing small variations of
Nd with height, while it is assumed vertically constant in most other studies. Accompa-20

nying lidar extinction measurements have been used to retrieve qL, effective radius (re)
and Nd in parallel (Martucci and O’Dowd, 2011), although the fast extinction within the
first few decameters of the cloud. Also observation of solar radiation can be included
as additional independent information (Dong et al., 1997, 2002). Recently, a technique
to derive profiles of qL, re, and Nd was developed based on measurements with dual-25

field-of-view (DFOV) Raman lidar (Schmidt et al., 2013). The amplitude of the aerosol
cloud interaction was investigated similar to the approach presented by Feingold et al.
(2003) by relating the measured aerosol extinction coefficient below cloud base to the
retrieved cloud microphysical properties of the same profile. Taking co-located Doppler
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lidar measurements of vertical velocity into account, it was found that for small tem-
poral and spatial scales the strength of updrafts considerably determines the intensity
of the aerosol cloud interaction especially at cloud base (Schmidt et al., 2014a). On
large spatial and temporal scales and in the cloud-top region the impact of up- and
downdrafts on the aerosol cloud interaction levels out and approaches values similar5

to those obtained from measurements of passive spaceborne sensors (Schmidt et al.,
2014b). At this time, the DFOV Raman lidar technique can only be applied during night-
time, which hinders its application for the evaluation of measurements by spaceborne
sensors such as SEVIRI or MODIS that rely on daylight conditions for the retrieval of
liquid-cloud microphysical properties.10

Our aim is to gain a better understanding of the current possibilities and shortcom-
ings when these key quantities of clouds are retrieved, by simultaneously adopting
the space and ground perspective, and by contrasting them to each other. Due to the
under-constrained nature and assumptions made in retrieval methods, substantial dif-
ferences for the obtained microphysical parameters may occur, as pointed out by Turner15

et al. (2007), who investigated several ground-based retrieval methods for one case
study of ground-based observations. We use a synergistic dataset combining SEVIRI,
MODIS and Cloudnet (Illingworth et al., 2007) to address these problems. We investi-
gate how close the adiabatic assumption matches the observations from ground and
if the satellite retrievals can benefit from information about cloud adiabacitity retrieved20

from the ground.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the instruments and data

processing tools and algorithms used within this study. The retrieval methods based on
an adiabatic description of clouds are presented in Sect. 3. Therein also a new optimal
estimation retrieval of Nd using ground-based radar and microwave radiometer are25

presented. In Sect. 4 these retrievals are applied to four different cases which are then
used to evaluate the satellite-based observations. Finally, a conclusion and outlook is
given in Sect. 5.
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2 Data

2.1 Instruments and retrievals

For our study we combine observations from SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible
and InfraRed Imager) onboard Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) and MODIS
(Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) onboard Terra and Aqua with5

ground-based remote sensing data obtained with the same mobile instruments at
sites at Leipzig, Germany (51.35◦N, 12.43◦E) and during a three month campaign
at Krauthausen, Germany (50.897◦N, 6.46◦E).

Data from SEVIRI (Schmetz et al., 2002) are used for the geostationary satel-
lite perspective. SEVIRI provides 12 spectral channels covering the visible, the near10

infrared, and the infrared spectrum. The channels used here have a nadir resolu-
tion of 3 km×3 km. The spatial resolution decreases towards the poles and is about
4 km×6 km over our region of interest (Central Europe). In this study we use the 5 min
temporal resolution data from the Rapid Scan Service (RSS). The SEVIRI radiances in
the different channels are used as input for the Nowcasting Satellite Application Facility15

(NWCSAF) algorithm (Derrien, 2012) which provides a cloud mask, cloud top height,
and cloud classification.

This cloud mask is used for deriving cloud phase, cloud optical depth, and effec-
tive radius with the KNMI cloud physical properties (CPP) algorithm (Roebeling et al.,
2006), developed in the context of satellite application facility on climate monitoring20

(CMSAF, Schulz et al., 2009). To derive the cloud mask different multispectral tests
using SEVIRI channels are applied in order to discriminate cloudy from cloud-free pix-
els. The cloud top height for low, liquid clouds is obtained by using a best fit between
measured brightness temperatures in the 10.8 µm channel and simulated values using
the RTTOV radiative transfer model (Saunders et al., 1999) applied to atmospheric pro-25

files from the ECMWF NWP model. Using a channel in the visible spectrum (0.6 µm)
together with an absorbing channel in the near infrared (1.6 µm) (Nakajima and King,
1990), the CPP algorithm retrieves cloud optical depth as well as effective radius which
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are representative for the uppermost cloud part. As this method relies on solar chan-
nels it works only during daytime.

MODIS is an imaging spectrometer onboard Terra (descending node) and Aqua (as-
cending node) which probe the Earth’s atmosphere from a polar orbit that results in one
daytime overpass per satellite per day over the region of interest. MODIS measures in5

36 bands in the visible, near-infrared, and infrared spectrum, with some bands having
a spatial resolution of up to 250 m. The cloud physical properties (Platnick et al., 2003)
are retrieved in a similar manner as for SEVIRI, but at 1 km spatial resolution using the
channels 0.6 µm (band 1) over land and 2.1 µm (band 7). In addition, effective radius
retrievals are available using the channels at 1.6 µm (band 6) and 3.7 µm (band 20) to-10

gether with band 1. Note that band 6 on the Aqua satellite suffers from a stripe-problem
(Meirink et al., 2013). In this study MODIS collection 5.1 is used for the retrieved cloud
optical depth and effective radius.

The ground remote sensing instruments of the Leipzig Aerosol and Cloud Remote
Observations System (LACROS) comprise a 35 GHz MIRA cloud radar, a HATPRO15

microwave radiometer, and a CHM15X ceilometer, which are used also for field cam-
paigns. All instruments are operated in a vertically pointing mode. The raw measure-
ments are processed with the Cloudnet algorithm package (Illingworth et al., 2007).
The output data is available in an unified temporal resolution of 30 s and a vertical grid
of 30 m. Cloudnet uses further information from a numerical weather prediction (NWP)20

model (here: COSMO-DE). In this study we use the attenuation-corrected radar re-
flectivity from the cloud radar, together with its error estimate, the liquid water path
obtained from the microwave radiometer, as well as the cloud base and top height re-
trieved from ceilometer and cloud radar, respectively. Also the vertical Doppler velocity
from the cloud radar is utilized. Furthermore Cloudnet provides a target classification25

applying a series of tests to discriminate cloud phase, drizzle or rain, and aerosols or
insects.
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2.2 Synoptic conditions

For this study, we focus on ideal cases to gain a better understanding of the microphys-
ical processes within the cloud by ruling out side-effects accompanying complicated
cloud scenes as good as possible. We picked time periods for several days in a way
that the most interesting cloud deck was covered by all ground instruments as well as5

by MODIS and SEVIRI. Ideal cases are single-layer cloud systems which are entirely
liquid and non-drizzling. For this study we selected two rather homogeneous cases (27
October 2011 and 21 April 2013), and two more inhomogeneous cases (1 June 2012,
27 September 2012) in time which were observed by the instruments from LACROS
at either Leipzig or Krauthausen. A short overview of the characteristics is given in Ta-10

ble 1. The cloud boundaries are shown along with the cloud radar reflectivity profile in
Fig. 1. In the following we describe the synoptic conditions for each case.

A high pressure system dominates the synoptic weather pattern on 27 October 2011
(Fig. 1a). The temperature at the 850 hPa pressure level over Leipzig is around 5 ◦C.
Therefore the stratocumulus cloud layer that is observed between 10:30 and 13:00 UTC15

consists entirely of water droplets. Its geometrical depth increases in the beginning of
the observation period. The Cloudnet classification indicates a cloud deck even before
(not shown), although the radar is not sensitive enough to detect the thin cloud layer
between 10:00 and 10:30 UTC.

The weather pattern on 21 April 2013 (Fig. 1b) is quite similar with the high pressure20

influence being stronger. The temperatures at the 850 hPa pressure level are slightly
positive. During the whole observation period at Krauthausen a closed cloud deck is
visible. The ground-obtained cloud top height shows only small variability, while the
cloud base is more inhomogeneous during the beginning of the observation period.
A thin overlying Cirrus cloud deck can be observed around 10:00 and between 11:00–25

12:00 UTC.
An upper-level ridge covers Central Europe on 1 June 2012 (Fig. 1c), but the area

around Leipzig is also influenced by a surface low. Temperatures at 850 hPa lie around
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10 ◦C. The stratocumulus cloud deck with the cloud tops slightly below 2000 m between
12:00 and 16:00 UTC is broken with some cloudy periods in the early afternoon that
are not well detected by the cloud radar.

The weather pattern for the 27 September 2012 (Fig. 1d) shows Leipzig directly in
front of a well pronounced trough. Temperatures at 850 hPa lie again around 10 ◦C5

and the cloud types vary between stratocumulus and shallow cumulus. The cloud base
height increases throughout the day. After 16:00 UTC also some precipitation can be
observed for a short time by means of virga that did not reach the ground.

3 Cloud microphysical retrieval methods

To investigate aerosol indirect effects from satellite the adiabatic cloud model is com-10

monly applied in state-of-the-art retrievals. It describes the distribution of microphysical
parameters within the cloud. In this section we present the background of the adiabatic
model, followed by a description of the retrieval methods applied in this study.

3.1 Adiabatic cloud model

The behavior of a rising moist air parcel can be described as an adiabatic process if no15

entrainment takes place. Above the lifted condensation level, condensation begins and
droplets start to grow with height. Condensation provides additional liquid water that
is distributed over the number of droplets (Nd) in the volume. The liquid water content
profile qL(z) increases linearly with height (Albrecht et al., 1990) and can be related to
Nd(z) and the mean volume droplet radius rv(z):20

qL(z) = Γad(T ,p)z =
4
3
πr3

v (z)ρwNd(z) (1)

Here z is the height above cloud base, ρw is the density of water and Γad(T ,p)
describes the adiabatic liquid water content gradient as a function of temperature and
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pressure. Restructuring this relationship and considering Nd constant with height yields
the following mean cloud droplet radius profile (rv(z)):

rv(z) =
(

3Γad(T ,p)

4πρwNd

)1/3

z1/3 (2)

In remote sensing the effective radius (re) is more relevant, as it can be obtained from
reflected solar radiation measurements. The effective radius is defined as the third over5

the second moment of the droplet size distribution (Hansen and Travis, 1974) and can
be linked to the mean volume radius (rv) with the following relationship:

r3
e (z) = k−1r3

v (z) (3)

The factor k depends on the cloud type and corresponding typical droplet size dis-
tributions. Typical values for marine and continental liquid water clouds are 0.67 and10

0.80, respectively (Brenguier et al., 2000).
Deviations from a pure adiabatic cloud can be accounted for by replacing Γad(T ,p)

by Γeff = Γad(T ,p)fad(z), introducing the so-called adiabatic factor fad(z). It can have
values between 0 and 1, where a pure adiabatic cloud would correspond to fad = 1.
The deviation from the pure adiabatic qL profile can result from mixing with dry air by15

either reducing the Nd (inhomogeneous mixing), reducing the radius (homogeneous
mixing) or a mixture of both processes (Lehmann et al., 2009). In general, for the
adiabatic factor fad(z) a range of [0.3,0.9] is seen as common (Boers et al., 2006). In
the following we assume fad(z) to be constant for the whole vertical profile and write it
as fad.20

3.2 Satellite retrievals

The adiabatic model can be used to relateQL (Eq. 4),Nd (Eq. 5) as well as the adiabatic
cloud depth Had (Eq. 6) to the effective radius (re) and optical depth (τ). The latter two
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can be retrieved from satellite remote sensing using the method described in Nakajima
and King (1990):

QSEVIRI
L =

5
9
ρwτ re (4)

NSEVIRI
d = A1τ

0.5r−2.5
e (5)

HSEVIRI
ad = A2τ

0.5r0.5
e (6)5

These equations are also applied for MODIS τ and re. The factors A1 and A2 are vari-
able (Janssen et al., 2011). They depend on Γad(T ,p) and the adiabatic factor. Often
they are considered to be constant. In doing so pure adiabatic clouds with a represen-
tative Γad(T ,p) are assumed (e.g. Quaas et al., 2006). The uncertainty of the different
parameters contained in A1 are discussed by Janssen et al. (2011). They estimated the10

uncertainty of k to be negligible (around 3 %). When considering the whole seasonal
variability of cloud base temperature, they obtained an error of 24 % for the adiabatic
lapse rate of liquid water mixing ratio (Γad(T ,p)). In our case, this error is supposed to
be considerably smaller since we use NWP data to constrain the cloud top tempera-
ture. Janssen et al. (2011) were further assuming an uncertainty in the adiabatic factor15

of 0.3. This resulted in a numerically evaluated error of around 26 % considering typ-
ical values of effective radius and optical depth. We will discuss the applicability and
shortcomings of the adiabatic model in Sect. 4.

3.3 Ground-based retrievals

Ground-based retrievals usually combine several remote sensing techniques. From20

the ceilometer extinction profile it is possible to obtain the cloud base height, because
the laser beam is strongly attenuated by liquid droplets and photons are only able
to penetrate the lowest part of the cloud (Martucci et al., 2010). The radiation of the
cloud radar is, on the other hand, able to penetrate clouds and the strong gradient of
the range-corrected radar reflectivity profile is used to determine the cloud top height.25
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For the derivation of the cloud top we further use the Cloudnet target classification,
so that the cloud top and base heights refer only to the liquid cloud layer and ignore
overlaying cirrus clouds. This difference between cloud top and cloud base height is
referred to as the observed cloud geometrical depth (Hground

obs ). The adiabatic scaled

cloud depth (Hground
ad ) is obtained by assuming a linear qL profile which integral matches5

the observed QL from the microwave radiometer, starting from the cloud base while
accounting for Γad(T ,p) at cloud base:

Hground
ad =

√
2 ·

QL

Γad(T ,p)
(7)

To calculate the adiabatic factor (fad) we relate the Hground
obs to QL obtained from the

microwave radiometer (Wood, 2006).10

fad =
2QL(

Hground
obs

)2
Γad(T ,p)

(8)

Cloud microphysical quantities can be described in terms of moments of the droplet
size distribution. The cloud droplet number concentration is equivalent to the zeroth
moment, the mean radius to the first moment, the liquid water content is proportional
to the third moment, while the effective radius is the third over the second moment and15

the radar reflectivity factor is proportional to the sixth moment. Relating these moments
gives the chance to fully describe a unimodal distribution following either a gamma or
lognormal shape and therefore calculating other moments of the size distribution which
are not directly observed (Rémillard et al., 2013). This is the basis for most retrieval
methods. In the next section, we present a retrieval combining microwave radiome-20

ter and cloud radar observations, followed by a description of two optimal estimation
approaches. These use the same observations but also account for the instrument
uncertainties and prior assumptions of adiabatic liquid cloud profiles.
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Given Hground
obs and NOE1

d (described in the following Sect. 3.3.2) we can calculate the

ground-based optical depth (τground, Eq. 9) and effective radius (rground
eff , Eq. 10) (Wood,

2006) which are also used for comparison with the satellite obtained values later on.

τground = 0.0145 · (Γad(T ,p)fad)
2
3

(
kNOE1

d

) 1
3
(
Hground

obs

) 5
3

(9)

rground
e = 0.0620 · (Γad(T ,p)fad)

1
3

(
kNOE1

d

)− 1
3
(
Hground

obs

) 1
3

(10)5

3.3.1 Radar-radiometer retrieval of cloud droplet number concentration

Following Fox and Illingworth (1997), we relate the measured radar reflectivity (Z), qL
and Nd. Thereby it is assumed that the droplet size distribution can be described by
a gamma distribution with index β (Fox and Illingworth, 1997; Martucci and O’Dowd,
2011). A similar method has been applied in (Rémillard et al., 2013), but using a log-10

normal size distribution. Although Nd may vary vertically, it is commonly suspected
that it stays nearly constant throughout the vertical column of a nonprecipitating cloud
(Bennartz, 2007; Brenguier et al., 2000). To retrieve the column cloud droplet num-
ber concentration from the available single-layer observations, we integrate qL over
the cloud column and can therefore use QL from the microwave radiometer (compare15

Rémillard et al., 2013):

NFI
d =

9

2π2kρ2

(β+6)!

(β+3)!(β+3)3

Q2
L

(
∫√
Zdz)2

(11)

Both, homogeneous and inhomogeneous mixing (Lehmann et al., 2009) can easily
alter the microphysical quantities in clouds in ways not adequately adressed within the
retrieval schemes. For example, the size distribution may become skewed and not be20

accurately described with a gamma-shape anymore. However, Boers et al. (2006) and
Janssen et al. (2011) found out, that both assumptions about the mixing process result
in nearly the same vertically averaged Nd.
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3.3.2 Optimal Estimation of cloud droplet number concentration

The Optimal Estimation (OE) technique allows to derive the cloud droplet number con-
centration and the liquid water content profile considering also observation uncertain-
ties. We introduce here two different strategies in order to better address the topic of
cloud adiabacity.5

Both approaches are based on the assumptions mentioned above, i.e. a vertically
constant Nd, a gamma-shaped droplet size distribution with parameter β and a nonlin-
ear relationship between qL, Nd, and Z . We include error estimates for the observed
quantities as well as an a-priori state together with its error estimate. The optimal esti-
mation method aims on finding the most likely state given the observations. Therefore10

we try to minimize a cost function following Rodgers (2000).
The main difference of the two approaches lies in the degree of freedom for the qL

profile. For the first method, we allow the qL profile to take any shape and therefore de-
viate from the adiabatic model (referred to as OE1), while the second method enforces
a linear increase of qL with height (OE2). The cost function of OE2 can thus be used15

as a measure of deviation from the adiabatic assumption.
Our observation vector (y) for OE1 contains the radar reflectivity Z and the mi-

crowave radiometer QL. Our state vector (x) for OE1 contains the vertically-constant
Nd and the natural logarithm of the vertical qL profile. The logarithm is used to avoid
the occurence of unphysical negative liquid water contents in the minimization process.20

y = (Z ,QL)T ; x = (Nd, ln(qL))T (12)

The forward model (F (x)) for OE1 consists of two separate parts: a model H1 (Eq. 13)
for the calculation of QL, and a model H2 (Eq. 11) for the calculation of Nd given the
state vector x.

H1 :QL =
∫

exp(ln(qL(z)))dz (13)25
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The main difference for OE2 lies in the state vector, which does not contain the qL
profile since this is fixed by the observation of QL using the adiabatic scaled qL profile.

x = (Nd)T (14)

The observation vector remains the same (Eq. 12). The forward model for OE2 only
consists of the Nd calculation in the same way as for OE1 (Eq. 11).5

The Jacobians are calculated numerically using finite differences for both methods
as follows:

H(x) =
δyi
δxj

=
F (xi +dxi )− F (xi )

dxi
(15)

We apply the Levenberg-Marquardt minimization method until convergence is
reached (Hewison, 2007). Only profiles with all required input data was processed.10

Only 0.1 % failed convergence within 30 iteration steps.
For the prior state vector of OE1 we assume that the liquid water profile follows the

adiabatic scaled profile. For OE2 the qL profile is always set equal to the adiabatic
scaled profile. For the a-priori Nd we set a value of 300 cm−3 which is a typical value for
continental sites (Miles et al., 2000). We assume that there are no correlations between15

the elements in the covariance matrix, implying no correlations of the qL uncertainties
at different height levels and no correlations between qL and Nd uncertainties. This is
a rather simplistic assumption, but the variances are set reasonably large. The SD for
Nd is set to 300 cm−3 and for ln(qL) to 2.5 ln(gm−2).

Just as for the background error covariance matrix, we assume for the observation20

error covariance matrix that there is no cross-correlation, and that all off-diagonal terms
are thus zero.

The observation error covariance could be split up into individual contributing parts
such as forward model error, radiometric noise error, and representativeness error.
Here only forward model errors and the observation errors are considered. Observation25

errors are given by the Cloudnet algorithm. The forward model error is estimated by
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applying values of β in the range of 1 to 6 to the radar forward model and taking the
variance of the resulting reflectivity values for a sample cloud profile with a geometrical
extent of 700 m and linearly increasing qL in steps of 0.1 gm−2 per 100 m.

4 Results

The retrieval methods described in the previous section have been applied to the case5

studies introduced in Sect. 2.2. We investigate differences for cloud key parameters for
four cases, two being more homogeneous and two showing more temporal variability
in cloud cover. Those key parameters are important for further investigation of the first
indirect effect. Deviations resulting from two different perspectives on the same cloud
scene have to be kept in mind for the interpretation.10

4.1 Retrieval of cloud properties from ground

We first evaluate the results from the ground-based perspective before comparing
those to the satellite retrieved values.

4.1.1 Cloud geometrical depth and cloud adiabacity

From ground we have the opportunity to compare Hground
obs observed with radar and lidar15

with the virtual adiabatic Hground
ad derived from QL measurements (Eq. 7).

Differences between Hground
obs and Hground

ad can be mainly explained by subadiabaticity
(Roebeling et al., 2008a). Entrainment of dry air leads to deviations from the linearly
increasing qL profile. The cloud adiabatic factor as calculated from Eq. (8) using QL

from the microwave radiometer and Hground
obs can quantify such deviations.20

Comparing the time series of Hground
obs and Hground

ad for the two homogeneous cases
(Fig. 2a and b), we find a correlation of 0.96 on 27 October 2011. For 21 April 2013
we find a correlation of 0.56 after 09:00 UTC. Before 09:00 UTC the adiabatic scaled
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cloud depth is considerably smaller than the values obtained by the observed cloud
depth. The radar reflectivity measurements (Fig. 1b) reveal that the cloud base is more
inhomogeneous during this time period than later on. On average, Hground

obs is larger than

Hground
ad , 284 m versus 238 m for 27 October 2011, and 404 m vs. 313 m for 21 April

2013.5

The time series of the adiabatic factor calculated for the two homogeneous cases
is shown in Fig. 3a and b. The adiabatic factor at 27 October 2011 lies in the range
from 0.4 to 0.9. Short time periods with fad > 1 occur. These superadiabatic points
are likely to be artefacts, since the occurence of superadiabatic cloud profiles in na-
ture is physically implausible. Such artefacts may arise due to enhanced QL by drizzle10

or an underestimation of actual Hcloud. In contrast to the original Cloudnet code, our
calculation of the adiabatic factor allows for values greater than one. Within Cloudnet
superadiabatic profiles are avoided by increasing the cloud top height if the adiabatic
integrated qL is smaller than QL measured by the microwave radiometer. We omitted
adiabatic factors with fad > 1.5 since we believe that those are most likely affected by15

the measurement uncertainties. At 21 April 2013 we find values between 0.2 and 0.6
before 09:00 UTC corresponding to the larger Hground

obs . After 09:00 UTC the adiabatic
factor oscillates between 0.5 and 1.0. Overall, the adiabatic factors found for the homo-
geneous cases agrees well with the range of values of [0.3,0.9] suggested by Boers
et al. (2006).20

For the two inhomogeneous cases (Fig. 2c and d) we find correlations between
Hground

obs and Hground
ad of 0.63 (1 June 2012) and 0.76 (27 September 2012). Similar to

the homogeneous cases, we see that Hground
obs points to thicker clouds in general. The

mean of Hground
obs is 364 m in contrast to the mean of Hground

ad which is 244 m for 1 June
2012 and 314 m in contrast to 261 m for 27 September 2012.25

For the two inhomogeneous cases the variability of the adiabatic factor (Fig. 3c and
d) is larger than for the homogeneous cases considered before (Table 3), but the range
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of values is similar. This shows that independent from cloud homogeneity many clouds
are actually subadiabatic.

We are furthermore interested in dependencies of the adiabatic factor on the cloud
morphology and thermodynamics. For the following investigation, we consider data
points from all four cases. We relate the adiabatic factor to Hground

obs and the median5

radar-observed vertical velocity of each cloud layer.
Figure 4 reveals a tendency that geometrical thicker clouds are less adiabatic, while

mainly the thin clouds (Hground
obs < 400m) are responsible for the superadiabatic cloud

profiles. The investigation of such thin clouds remains challenging. This can be seen
also when considering the uncertainties that influence the adiabatic factor. For exam-10

ple, consider a cloud with QL = 100gm−2 and Hground
obs = 324m that is purely adiabatic

(fad = 1). The QL retrieval uncertainty (microwave radiometer instrument error + re-

trieval error) lies around 20 gm−2 and the Hground
obs uncertainty is at least ±60 m due to

the vertical resolution. Accounting for the maximum uncertainty (QL = 120gm−2, and
Hground

obs = 264m) or (QL = 80gm−2 and Hground
obs = 384m), the resulting adiabatic factor15

would be 1.81 or 0.57, respectively. This shows that with the current uncertainty limits of
the ground-based observations the adiabatic factor is still prone to large uncertainties.

The average vertical velocity of each cloud profile is found at −0.1 ms−1 with the ma-
jority of points in the range [−1, 1] ms−1. Considering this vertical velocity as function
of cloud adiabacity we find a large spread, which makes it difficult to detect a clear de-20

pendence of cloud adiabacitity on updraft speed. However if we calculate the median
adiabatic factor for the updraft and downdraft regimes individually, we find for each of
our case studies that the clouds are slightly more adiabatic in the updraft regime (Ta-
ble 3). This behaviour is expected from adiabaticity and also supported by the findings
of e.g. Schmidt et al. (2014a). They used observations of two cases with homogeneous25

stratocumulus clouds over Leipzig, Germany, and observed that in case of updrafts in
the clouds, the qL profile is more adiabatic. They also report that this effect is strongest
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at the cloud base and blurs when the data points are averaged over the whole cloud
profile.

4.1.2 Cloud droplet number concentration

Nd is used as the main parameter in many investigations of the first indirect aerosol
effect. Advances have been made over the last two decades to apply retrievals for5

Nd combining ground-based cloud radar and microwave radiometer. We applied such
a method following Fox and Illingworth (1997) (hereafter: FI, see Sect. 3.3.1). Fur-
thermore we compare those results with the newly developed Optimal Estimation ap-
proaches (see Sect. 3.3.2).

Contrasting the Nd from OE1 and OE2 with the FI method, we find that the absolute10

mean difference of NOE1
d and NFI

d considering all cases is smaller with 164 cm−3 (19 %)

than for NOE2
d and NFI

d with 271 cm−3 (31 %). Overall, the FI method tends to yield lower
values than the OE1 method, even though some outliers with unreasonable large val-
ues can be found (NOE1

d > 2000cm−3). Outliers also occur for OE2, but can be filtered
using the cost function. Neglecting Nd retrievals with cost function values greater than15

2, we find a correlation between OE1 and OE2 of 93 %. In contrast to the FI method
the OE methods are also able to give information about the remaining uncertainty by
processing measurement uncertainties as well as the uncertainty of the background
state. With a quite large background uncertainty assumed to be 300 cm−3, we can see
that the information (measurement and uncertainties) from the ground observation is20

able to reduce the final analysis error for Nd, but more constraints are required to ob-
tain Nd with even higher accuracy. This would be desirable to better evaluate satellite
observations.

To investigate the two OE approaches in more detail, we compared them in terms of
the remaining cost function (J) of the OE2 approach that allows only adiabatic profiles.25

As shown in Fig. 5 the agreement of Nd especially for the two homogeneous cases is
close for values smaller than 300 cm−3 and J < 2. Increasing the cost function leads
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to a steady disagreement of the NOE1
d and NOE2

d . Furthermore NOE2
d gives gradually

higher values with increasing Nd. The first point can be interpreted as follows: the cost
function remains high if it is not possible within the OE scheme to closely match the
observations (i.e. the radar reflectivity profile). Since in the OE2 method an adiabatic
profile is always required, higher cost function values can be interpretated as larger5

deviations of the observation from the adiabatic model if the assumption of a vertical
constant CDNC is valid. For e.g. the 21 April 2013 case the deviations of the radar pro-
file from the adiabatic description before 09:00 UTC can be clearly observed (compare
Fig. 1b) in terms of a thin second layer occuring in the radar profiles closely below the
base of the main layer. With a pure adiabatic description as applied for OE2 it is not10

possible to represent such a structure. This further confirms that even small deviations
from the adiabatic assumption can lead to significant differences in the retrieval of key
parameters used to investigate the first indirect aerosol effect.

4.2 Comparison of cloud properties from satellite and ground

Cloud microphysical retrievals that are based on either satellite or ground-based re-15

mote sensing both have their advantages and shortcomings. However, when the re-
sults of both approaches are in agreement, it is likely that the corresponding cloud
layers are well suited for the investigation of key factors determining the first indirect
effect.

By comparing ground-based and satellite observations, we have to consider the dif-20

ferent spatial and temporal resolution, different error sources of the instruments as well
as the different viewing zenith angle on the cloudy scene. For MSG SEVIRI we have
to consider a parallax shift at higher latitudes. The satellite viewing zenith angle for
Leipzig is 58.8◦. Within this study the average cloud top height is between 1 and 3 km
(see Table 1). This would result in a horizontal displacement of max. 5 km. Consider-25

ing the spatial resolution of SEVIRI over Central Europe of 4 km×6 km, we decided to
neglect the parallax correction for our study. To address the uncertainty of the satellite
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observations from SEVIRI and also MODIS we calculated the SD of the surrounding
pixels. For SEVIRI ±1 pixel around the central pixel is added, resulting in a field of 9
satellite pixels. To cover a comparable area for MODIS, we add ±9 pixel around the
central pixel. For the comparison of the time series obtained from space and ground
we applied data averaging only if mentioned. As pointed out in the following discus-5

sion for inhomogeneous scenes, omitting temporal averaging can lead to considerable
differences of ground and satellite quantities.

4.2.1 Cloud geometrical depth

Contrasting HSEVIRI
ad with the Hground

obs from Cloudnet (Fig. 2), we are able to investigate
the same quantity obtained with two independent physical retrieval approaches. The10

correlation is 0.44 for 21 April 2013 after 09:00 UTC, 0.59 for 27 October 2011, 0.44
for 1 June 2012, and 0.15 for 27 September 2012. The correlation increases when
temporally averaging is applied (Table 2). The correlations for temporally averaged data
are within the range that was also obtained by Roebeling et al. (2008a). They found
correlations of 0.71 between SEVIRI and Cloudnet for a homogeneous stratocumulus15

cloud layer. The improvement of results is not surprising when comparing averaged
data as also pointed out in other studies (Deneke et al., 2009). However, a too long
averaging period could smear the original variability of the data.

Considering the mean difference of HSEVIRI
ad and Hground

ad for the homogeneous cases,
we find values of 52 m (22 %) for 27 October 2011 (Fig. 2a) and 49 m (15 %) for 21 April20

2013 (Fig. 2b). The temporal pattern is well captured by SEVIRI. As shown for 27 Oc-
tober 2011 in Fig. 6a, the largest differences in adiabatic cloud depth also show up as
differences in QL between SEVIRI and Cloudnet as both differences are linearly linked
and only depend on Γad(T ,p) (Eq. 7). Therefore differences in QL may be used as an in-
dicator for agreement of cloud geometrical depth if only QL observations are available.25

On 27 October 2011 we find larger differences in QL after 12:00 UTC. The largest differ-
ences between HSEVIRI

ad and Cloudnet Hground
ad of around 200 m relate to QL differences
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of 100 gm−2. Although some slight drizzle beneath the cloud base is identified by the
Cloudnet classification for several short time periods after 12:00 UTC, the drizzle signal
in the radar reflectivity profile is not very pronounced (Fig. 1a). Generally drizzle could
be a possible explanation for the higher QL observed with the ground-based microwave
radiometer. The latter is sensitive to the total amount of liquid within the cloud, while5

the satellite retrieval is based on optical depth and effective radius in the uppermost
cloud parts. Although the effective radius at both cloud base and cloud top is affected
by drizzle, it has been previously observed that the former is more sensitive to drizzle
(Chen et al., 2008). This can lead to biases in the different retrieval approaches for
QL. The effective radius observed from satellite near cloud top lies clearly below the10

value of 14 µm which was suggested by Rosenfeld et al. (2012) as the threshold to
drizzle/rain forming clouds.

In the following, we contrast the behaviour of the two inhomogeneous cases (Fig. 2c
and d) with the homogeneous cases (Fig. 2a and b). The mean differences between
HSEVIRI

ad and Cloudnet Hground
ad are 116 m (47 %) and 103 m (39 %) for 1 June 201215

and 27 September 2012, respectively. Those values are twice as high as for the ho-
mogeneous cases. The QL obtained from the ground-based microwave radiometer is
highly variable. Especially the Cloudnet observations at 27 September 2012 show rapid
changes of QL with peaks around 400 gm−2 and cloud-free periods. The SEVIRI tem-
poral pattern is more smooth, because the satellite signal represents an average over20

different sub-pixel clouds within the field of view. Within 10 min a cloud field advected
at constant wind speed of 10 ms−1 over the ground site moves 6 km (spatial resolution
of SEVIRI RSS). The comparison of such a 10 min averaged HSEVIRI

ad and Cloudnet

Hground
ad gives mean differences of 119 m and 92 m for 1 June 2012 and 27 September

2012, respectively. Longer averaging times lead to slightly improved agreement. Av-25

eraging over 30 min results in mean differences of 101 m (44 %) and 68 m (27 %) for
1 June 2012 and 27 September 2012, respectively.
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4.2.2 Cloud droplet number concentration

Also the retrieval of Nd from passive satellite observations relies on the adiabatic
model. In the following we contrast Nd retrieved from ground with the OE1 method
and the adiabatic retrieved values from MODIS and SEVIRI. We first consider the two
homogeneous cases. The retrieved Nd is shown in Fig. 7a and b. At 21 April 2013 the5

values agree within the uncertainty range with a mean difference of 78 cm−3 (27 %)
between SEVIRI and OE1 retrievals for the whole time period.

At 27 October 2011 we find larger differences between SEVIRI and the ground-based
retrievals. At the beginning of the observation period (before 10:30 UTC) the NSEVIRI

d

values are much lower than the NOE1
d ones. After 10:30 UTC NSEVIRI

d gives twice as10

large values as NOE1
d , resulting in a mean difference of 367 cm−3 (116 %) for the whole

day.
To find explanations for the large deviations, we calculated optical depth and effective

radius from NOE1
d and Hground

obs using the adiabatic model (Eqs. 9 and 10). By comparing
these to the satellite-retrieved values we are able to attribute the observed differences15

mainly to differences in effective radius, for which SEVIRI gives lower values (Fig. 6).
Before 10:30 UTC the mean difference of effective radius is 2.5 µm compared to 3.4 µm
afterwards. QL differences can be attributed mainly to optical depth differences, which
follows the same temporal pattern. Comparing the two satellite observations of the
same cloud scene in the area of around ±100 km around Leipzig (not shown), we find20

spatial inhomogeneities of cloud microphysics that can not be resolved in the same way
by SEVIRI as it is possible for MODIS. Furthermore SEVIRI has to deal with a large
solar zenith angle (> 60◦) under relative azimuth angles close to 180◦ around noon,
for which Roebeling et al. (2006) pointed out the lower precision of the CPP retrieval
method.25

Another influencing factor is the difference of effective radius retrieval due to the dif-
ferent channels used by MODIS (2.1 µm) and SEVIRI (1.6 µm) for the standard retrieval
products. From MODIS, additional effective radius retrievals from channels at 1.6 µm
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and 3.7 µm are available. Theoretically, the 3.7 µm-channel should represent the ef-
fective radius close to the cloud top for pure adiabatic clouds, while the 2.1 µm- and
1.6 µm-channels receive the main signal from deeper layers within the cloud. But real
cloud observations do not always follow this relationship (Platnick, 2000; King et al.,
2013). By comparing all available parallel observations of effective radius from MODIS5

and SEVIRI, we find the smallest mean absolute difference of effective radius of all
channels between the SEVIRI 1.6 µm- and the MODIS 1.6 µm-channel with 0.86 µm.
The difference increases when using the MODIS channels 2.1 µm and 3.7 µm to re-
trieve the effective radius. Intercomparison of MODIS channels only results in slightly
smaller differences with 0.68 µm and 0.51 µm for MODIS 2.1 µm compared to 1.6 µm10

and 3.7 µm channels, respectively.
By considering the error propagation of the factor A1 and the optical depth in Eq. (5)

for Nd, we find for 27 October 2011 at 11:45 UTC that the observed difference in ef-
fective radius of 1.33 µm between MODIS and SEVIRI results in an uncertainty of
306 cm−3. The uncertainty due to differences in effective radius of 0.34 µm between15

MODIS channels 2.1 µm and 1.6 µm is 57 cm−3.
Janssen et al. (2011) found for satellite retrievals of Nd (and also Had) that fad and

Γad are important uncertainty factors. In our study Γad has a smaller contribution to
those uncertainties due to the fact that we are using model data to gain more reliable
information about cloud top temperature and pressure instead of considering one con-20

stant value like in e.g. Quaas et al. (2006). To highlight the importance of considering
the actual adiabatic factor for the retrieval process, we calculated the optical depth
(Eq. 9) and effective radius (Eq. 10) from the ground-based observations using NOE1

d

and Hground
obs with adiabatic factor fad = 1 or the ground-obtained adiabatic factor. After-

wards we compare it to the satellite-retrieved values obtained with the CPP algorithm.25

When the adiabatic factor is assumed constant (fad = 1) the mean difference in optical
depth is 9.95 on 21 April 2013. When the adiabatic factor obtained from the ground-
based measurements is considered, this mean difference is drastically reduced to 2.90.
The mean difference of effective radius is reduced from 1.15 to 0.12 µm.
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Therefore, we try to adjust NSEVIRI
d for the homogeneous cases by multiplying with

the adiabatic factor obtained from the ground-based observation. The results can be
seen in Fig. 8. On 21 April 2013 the adjusted NSEVIRI

d is generally slightly lower due to
the observed subadiabaticity. Only before 09:00 UTC the adjustments leads to a better
comparison to ground-obtained values. For 27 October 2011 the retrieved NSEVIRI

d is5

also generally reduced, diminishing also the mean difference to the ground-retrieved
values in this case. The reason that including the adiabatic factor does not generally
lead to a better agreement can be attributed amongst other things to uncertainties of
ground observations.

For the inhomogeneous cases shown in Fig. 7c and d, a high temporal variability10

in the optimal estimation retrievals of Nd can be seen. NMODIS
d and the NOE1

d agree

well within the uncertainty range. For the comparison of NSEVIRI
d and NOE1 we find

good agreement in the beginning and end of the observation period at 1 June 2012
when the clouds are more homogeneous. Underestimation of NOE1 by SEVIRI during
the more broken cloud scene can be mainly explained by a blending of the received15

signal from clouds and surface. The same explanation can also be applied to the sec-
ond inhomogeneous case (27 September 2012). It remains open to which extent the
inhomogeneity within a SEVIRI pixel destroys the reliability of retrieved parameters.

While some of the differences between satellite- and ground-based retrievals of Nd
can be attributed to the invalidity of the pure adiabatic assumption and coarse spa-20

tial resolution of the satellites, it has to be mentioned that the ground-based retrieval
strongly relies on the accuracy of the radar reflectivity and therefore also radar calibra-
tion and attenuation corrections that are made within the Cloudnet algorithm. Löhnert
et al. (2003) points out the strong influence of drizzle on the cloud reflectivity. Errors of
30–60 % have to be anticipated for qL profile retrievals. Those retrieval approaches are25

based on very similar principles as our OE1 method (Löhnert et al., 2001).
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5 Summary and conclusions

To investigate the accuracy of satellite-based estimates of aerosol indirect effects, we
have studied the validity of the adiabatic cloud model as a conceptional tool commonly
applied in previous studies (e.g. Bennartz, 2007; Schueller et al., 2003). The adiabatic
model allows indirectly to estimate Hcloud and Nd from passive satellite observations.5

As reference, we used a combination of ground-based active and passive remote
sensing instruments with high temporal resolution to provide detailed information of
the cloud vertical structure. We could, however, demonstrate that such retrievals also
have large uncertainties.

Considering the number of difficulties for both perspectives and those originating10

from the contrast of two perspectives, our comparison showed that the temporal evo-
lution of cloud micro- and macrophysical quantities is captured surprisingly well for
some cases. We discussed the large uncertainties that may occur depending on the
observed scene and observation geometry.

The cloud geometrical depth can be obtained with ground-based remote sensing15

directly from ceilometer cloud base and radar cloud top heights, and by applying the
adiabatic method using liquid water path observed with a microwave radiometer. The
mean difference of SEVIRI and ground-based adiabatic cloud geometrical depth is low-
est for the two homogeneous cases with values down to 49 m (15 %). The overall larger
cloud geometrical depth observed with ground-based ceilometer and radar in contrast20

to the virtual adiabatic one can be explained by subadiabaticity of the cloud layers.
The adiabatic factor varied temporally and attained values similar to those reported by
Boers et al. (2006). For thin clouds the uncertainties remain large due to the high rel-
ative uncertainties of liquid water path and cloud geometrical depth. This also leads to
superadiabatic artefacts in the retrieval. With increasing geometrical depth, the clouds25

become less adiabatic. We also found that clouds are slightly more adiabatic when
the cloud profile is dominated by positive Doppler velocity (updrafts). Although a larger
dataset would be desirable to draw more robust conclusions in this direction, our re-
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sults support those from Schmidt et al. (2014a) and Schmidt et al. (2014b). In general
it is desirable to account for subadiabacity in satellite retrievals.

We developed two similar Optimal Estimation (OE) retrievals to estimate Nd from
ground-based radar and microwave radiometer observations. The main difference is
found in the degrees of freedom of the liquid water content profile (adiabatic versus5

nonadiabatic). This results in differences of Nd. We found that applying an adiabatic
OE approach from ground leads to larger deviations with increasing Nd. Differences
are reflected in the cost function of the adiabatic OE method. Therefore we receive
information about which of the retrieved Nd values deviate from the adiabatic model
under the assumption that Nd is constant vertically.10

While the mean difference of Nd retrieved from SEVIRI and the ground-based nona-
diabatic OE was 78 cm−3 (27 %) for one of the two homogeneous cases, for the second
one we saw a large bias of 367 cm−3 (116 %), whereby the MODIS retrieval was closer
to the ground-retrieved one. We were able to attribute this large bias mainly to an under-
estimation of the effective radius within the current SEVIRI retrieval. Further research15

about the influence of observation geometry and spatial resolution effects on effective
radius and optical depth is required.

The OE approach to retrieve cloud droplet number concentration from ground could
be further improved by including more independent observations, e.g. from solar radi-
ation observations (e.g. Brückner et al., 2014).20

Indications have been found throughout this study that adjustments to cloud subadi-
abacity may help to reduce differences between satellite and ground-based retrievals.
For applying such adjustments over larger areas it might be useful to develop a param-
eterisation of the adiabatic factor depending on cloud geometrical depth. A combination
of satellite-derived cloud top height with cloud base height observations from a ground-25

based ceilometer network would be very interesting. A comparison for cloud geometri-
cal depth using SEVIRI cloud top height and ceilometer cloud base height was already
sucessfully applied by Meerkötter and Bugliaro (2009) for one ground site. Using data
from a greater network should be able to gain statistically more robust insights.
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Table 1. Cases used within this study ordered by date. The minimum cloud base height (CBHL)
and the maximum cloud top height (CTHL) of the liquid cloud layer investigated are presented
together with the temporal averaged inhomogeneity paramater (χ ) as in Cahalan et al. (1994)
calculated from optical depth of the ±15 surrounding SEVIRI pixels for each observation time.
Furthermore the category for each case is listed.

Date Time Location Min(CBHL) [m] Max(CTHL) [m] χ category

27 Oct 2011 09:00–13:00 UTC Leipzig 525 m 1056 m 0.87 homogeneous
1 Jun 2012 12:00–16:00 UTC Leipzig 1336 m 2428 m 0.73 inhomogeneous
27 Sep 2012 08:00–18:00 UTC Leipzig 775 m 2927 m 0.55 inhomogeneous
21 Apr 2013 08:00–12:00 UTC Juelich 1485 m 2171 m 0.87 homogeneous
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Table 2. Correlation of observed CGD from Cloudnet and adiabatic scaled CGD from SEVIRI
with different averaging periods applied to both datasets.

Date unaveraged 10 min average 20 min average 30 min average

21 Apr 2013 (after 09:00 UTC) 0.44 0.72 0.66 0.75
27 Sep 2012 0.15 0.39 0.57 0.68
27 Oct 2011 0.59 0.67 0.68 0.75
1 Jun 2012 0.44 0.64 0.74 0.80
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Table 3. Median and SD of the adiabatic factor for all cases and each case individually. Further-
more the median of the adiabatic factor, classified in updraft (v > 0) and downdraft (v < 0), and
the fraction of subadiatic cloud profiles is shown. Adiabatic factors with fad > 1.5 are omitted
since we believe that those are likely affected by measurement uncertainties.

all 21 Apr 2013 27 Sep 2012 27 Oct 2011 1 Jun 2012

median fad 0.66 0.64 0.72 0.69 0.47
SD fad 0.27 0.19 0.32 0.17 0.31

median fad [v ≥ 0] 0.69 0.73 0.74 0.72 0.50
SD fad [v ≥ 0] 0.27 0.18 0.31 0.16 0.32
median fad [v ≤ 0] 0.64 0.62 0.69 0.66 0.44
SD fad [v ≤ 0] 0.27 0.18 0.32 0.17 0.70

fraction fad < 1 0.84 0.99 0.70 0.97 0.85
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Figure 1. Radar reflectivity (in [dBZ]) and cloud borders for the 4 cases listed in Table 1; (a) 27
October 2011, (b) 21 April 2013, (c) 1 June 2012, (d) 27 September 2012. Cloud borders are
shown as detected by Cloudnet with black dots and by SEVIRI using NWCSAF in orange dots.
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Figure 2. Cloud geometrical depth for (a) 27 October 2011 , (b) 21 April 2013, (c) 1 June 2012,
(d) 27 September 2012. Dark blue dots represent the ground-based adiabatic scaled values
(Hground

ad ), green dots the ground-observed values (Hground
obs ), yellow dots the SEVIRI adiabatically

derived values (HSEVIRI
ad ), and red dots the MODIS adiabatically derived values (HMODIS

ad ). Red
diamonds and stars represent the MODIS adiabatically derived values using available channels
2.1 and 3.7 µm, respectively. The uncertainty for the ground-based values is shown as shaded
areas in the same color type as the dots. Variability for SEVIRI and MODIS is given in terms of
SD of the surrounding area of ±1 and ±9 pixels, respectively.
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Figure 3. Adiabatic factor for (a) 27 October 2011, (b) 21 April 2013, (c) 1 June 2012, (d)
27 September 2012. Blue dots represent the adiabatic factor derived using Hground

obs and QL
from the microwave radiometer. The blue line represents the interpolated and 10 min averaged
values.
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Figure 4. Adiabatic factor as a function of observed cloud geometrical depth (Hground
obs ) including

data of all 4 cases. Colors indicate different liquid water path bins. The range with fad > 1 is
shaded with light yellow. The solid lines represent the relationship described in Eq. (8) for bin
mean liquid water path and Γad = 1.9×10−3 gm−4.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the retrievals of cloud droplet number concentration using OE1 and
OE2 method. The color represents the remaining cost function of the OE2 method after the
optimization. The black line represents the 1 : 1 relationship.
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Figure 6. (a) Liquid water path for 27 October 2012 as obtained from the microwave radiometer
(dark blue dots), adiabatically from SEVIRI (yellow dots) and MODIS (red). For MODIS the
effective radius obtained with three different channels is shown with different symbols (diamond:
2.1 µm, dot: 1.6 µm, star: 3.7 µm). The uncertainty estimates are represented in the same way
as described in Fig. 2. (b) Time series of optical depth as obtained from SEVIRI (yellow),
MODIS (red), and calculated from ground retrievals (blue). (c) Time series of effective radius
with the same colors.
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Figure 7. Time series of retrievals of the estimated cloud droplet number concentration. Blue
dots represent the OE1 method, using ground-based data (NOE1

d ). The blue shaded area repre-
sents the uncertainty, calculated from the error covariance matrix of OE1. Green dots represent
the OE2 method (NOE2

d ). Gray dots represent the retrieval with the FI method applied to ground

site data (NFI
d ). Orange dots represent the adiabatically derived values from SEVIRI (NSEVIRI

d ),

while red dots those from MODIS (NMODIS
d ). Different MODIS channels used in the retrieval are

denoted with the same symbols as in the figures before. Variability for SEVIRI and MODIS is
given in terms of SD of the surrounding area of ±1 and ±9 pixels, respectively.
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Figure 8. 10 min averaged Nd for the two homogeneous cases. As Fig. 7, but with additional
NSEVIRI

d adjusted by the adiabatic factor (green dots).
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